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The Five-Pound Secretary
A pictorial history of the Blickensderfer
Typewriter by Rob Blickensderfer
and Paul Robert.
128 pages.
Price: 20 euros.

A Virtual Typewriter Journal

It was inevitable. Ever since the Virtual Typewriter Museum project started in
2000, I was confronted with material that would be wonderful to publish but that
just didn’t ﬁt the concept of the museum website.
Several times the idea of setting up a newsletter-like publication came and went.
There were too many reasons not to do it, most importantly that there are several
typewriter newsletters already and that making newsletters requires time.
Finally, it was Italian collector Flavio Mantelli who gave the ﬁnal push. As pressed
for time as I am, but equally obsessed with the early history of the writing machine,
Flavio was exactly the wrong person with whom to discuss a newsletter. It took
three e-mails to decide to do it after all.
The format is simple. The newsletter is published as an Adobe Acrobat Portable
Document and delivered via e-mail to subscribers. The design is such that each
subscriber can print a copy on either European standard A4 paper or US letter-sized
paper.
You can also copy the ﬁle and mail it to as many friends as you wish, but we
count on you not to do that. You are kindly requested to subscribe to the Virtual
Typewriter Journal by donating 10 euros or 12 dollars to the Virtual Typewriter
Museum. The money will be used to help cover the hosting expenses and other
technical costs of the website.

Sexy Legs and Typewriters
Women in Ofﬁce-Related Advertising,
Humor, Glamour and Erotica
by Paul Robert.
112 pages.
Price 20 euros.

This Virtual Typewriter Journal is not a club magazine. It will contain no ads, no
personal stories, no agendas. The VTJ will only contain photos and articles that will
add to our collective knowledge of typewriter history.
It is a tremendous pleasure to have a cover article in this ﬁrst issue by Flavio
Mantelli on a machine that nobody has ever seen before: a very early model of
the Crary typewriter. And we can promise that issues 2 and 3 will present scoops
that are no less impressive. Also in this issue, British writer Richard Milton delves
into the Remington portable and we take you on a tour of an American army-run
typewriter factory in liberated Belgium in the 1940s. In this and future issues
you will ﬁnd trophies from Grandpa’s scrapbook, surprising ephemera, historical
photographs and machines that were never built.
Enjoy and don’t forget to subscribe
Paul Robert
Publisher

Order your copies today from our
website.
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A pre-production Crary
By Flavio Mantelli

In 1892 Joseph M. Crary of Jersey City, NJ, patented
a highly unusual typewriter. With its almost unique circular
keyboard, it was unusual in its own day and even more
unusual today. Very little is known about the typewriter
and even less about the man who designed it. But
casionally things happen that help force a breakthrough in
research.
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One of these things happened
late last year, when one of
the greatest discoveries in
typewriter history was made,
in the basement of the shop of
a retired antiques dealer. The
machine is now a splendid

highlight in the Mantelli
collection in Italy.
The Crary typewriter is one
of only four known circular
keyboard typewriters ever
produced, together with the
Danish Hansen Writing Ball,
the British Daw & Tait and the
later American Lambert. In fact,
the Crary is very similar to the
Daw & Tait, using the same
typebar movement and key
arrangement. One of the main
differences is that the Crary is
a book typewriter, that runs on
two rails over a large wooden
base, much like the Elliott
Fisher book typewriter.
So little is known about the
Crary that typewriter historians
necessarily copied the sketchy
information that has been
available since Mares wrote
the first typewriter history
book. It is accepted as fact that
only a handful of experimental
Crarys were built at the Garvin
Machine Company in New
York, in order to evaluate
construction costs, durability
and efficacy of the materials
used.
The extremely fortunate
discovery of the machine
featured here, adds important
information to the history
of Mr. Crary’s invention and
actual production of the
Crary typewriter. Three other
Crary typewriters are known
worldwide (one is in the
Milwaukee Public Museum
and the other two are in
private collections). These
three machines all look the
same. They have 80 keys and at
least one of them has a serial

number (116), indicating that
there was in fact a production
line that put out dozens, if not
hundreds of machines. Each
machine was clearly labeled as
manufactured by the Garvin
Machine Company on the side
of the wooden base.
The assumption that there
was in fact a production line is
strengthened by the nature of
the newly discovered machine
which is clearly a prototype.
Unlike the ‘production
models’ the prototype is
richly decorated with tin
scrollwork around the wooden
(!) frame. Also, the name is
clearly stamped onto the base.
Furthermore, the keyboard
layout is completely different
from the known machines.
There are two characters on
each key, but there is no shift of
any kind.

Nonetheless, this Crary is
obviously a well-made and
working prototype:
–
on the back of the
machine there is a complete
escapement mechanism
(decorated on top with a nice
flower-shaped Crary nametag);
–
there is a carriagereturn spring on the upper right
corner of the large wooden
base (on the other three Crarys
known this spring was mounted
on the body of the machine,
below and left of the keyboard);
–
there is an inking
system consisting of a round
inkpad mounted in the center
of the type basket that swings
to the side every time a typebar
strikes it on its way to the
printing point;
–
the keys are arranged
in a circle but unlike the other
circular-keyboard typewriters
seen so far (including the other
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known Crary’s), this one has the
keytops mounted in an oblique
manner;
–
when pressed, they
make a sort of rotating
movement similar to that
of the American/Armstrong,
forcing the operator’s finger
to move sideways. At the end
of this unusual but effective
movement, the keytop lies in a
horizontal position.
One of the most interesting
things about this prototype is
the inkpad system. Crary put
four US patents to his name to
cover his invention: # 477353,
#477404, #477517, all assigned
on June 21, 1892, and #493016,
assigned on March 7, 1893. All
four patents show the machine
with ribbon-inking. This
indicates that the prototype was
made at the Garvin Machine
Company much before 1894
and possibly even earlier than
the first patent of 1892.
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The Garvin Machine Company
estimated that the machine
could be produced and sold for
as little as $28 and things were
looking bright for Mr Crary’s
business, especially after the
machine was described in the
New York Sun in 1894: “It bears

but slight resemblance to any
of the standard typewriters in
use, weighing but ten pounds,
and being built on simple and
compact lines. The keyboard
is disc-shaped and contains
eighty celluloid keys. The
ribbon can be changed with
great celerity. The machine
will receive a book of any
required size or thickness. It has
perfectly flat platens, separate
from the feed rollers, and when
several copies of manuscript
are required, a platen made of
brass is used. A single sheet
of notepaper seems quite as
much at home between its
rollers as a double-entry ledger.
And to crown it, the price of the
machine, although not fixed, is
certain to undercut the hundred
dollar marks on other first-class
typewriters.”
Promising enough, but as we
know today from the rarity
of this incredible machine,
success was simply not to be.

When you look at the machine,
or even better, when you have
the privilege to type on it with
your hands rotating from one
uncomfortable position to the

next, following the movement
of the oblique keytops, it is
not difficult to understand why
the Crary invention ended up
being one of the least fortunate

and shortest-lived typewriters
on the market. Its complexity
and beautifully grotesque
appearance must have been
instrumental in its failure.
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An inside joke
„After an Indian battle” is
the title of this early 1900s
postcard photograph,
published by Matterson
Post Cards of St. Paul,
Minnesota.

It is most likely that the scene
is a re-enactment. What makes
the card interesting is that it
was used for a racist business
joke by one W.A.D, probably
an agent for the Smith Premier
Typewriter Company. On Dec. 1,
1907, ‘Big Chief’ W.A.D. sent the
card to H.B. Lockwood of the
S.P.T. Co. in Chicago, with an
explicit caption. On the front of
the card he scribbled the words
„Shift Key Indian” near the
body of the dead Indian and
„S.P. Scout” next to the hero on
horseback.
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At the time, the Smith Premier
company was about to launch
the Smith Premier 10, the
company’s first front strike
model that had been fitted, like
all earlier machines, with a full

keyboard. Unfortunately for
Smith Premier, the Shift Key
Indians eventually won the war.

MIB ephemera
The Sanitary Envelope Sealer

„Don’t moisten the gum on an
envelope with your tongue.
Investigate and ascertain
what the glue contains.”
Now, there’s a warning that
should be enough to scare
the wits out of any mailroom
attendant. Fortunately, the
Western Specialty Company of

Portland, Oregon, produced a
handy little device, designed
to save your health, time and
money: The Sanitary Envelope
Sealer. The sealer consisted of
a small water container with a
piece of white felt that would
easily moisten the envelope’s
glue by simply rolling the little

contraption along the edge.
Envelope sealers were widely
in use in offices in the early
1900s. It is unknown when
this one-dollar sealer was
introduced. Several however
remained unsold and turned up
recently in their original factory
wrapping.
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Early Remington Portable No 1
Serial Number NM 10216
(February 1921)
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How to spot the early Remington No 1 Portable
By Richard Milton
One of the commonest vintage machines to appear on
eBay, week after week, is the Remington Portable No. 1 of
1920. This little jewel of a machine – with its distinctive
pop-up typebars - was made and sold in the tens of
thousands and many have survived – often in remarkable
condition.
Most collectors are aware
that the pop-up Remington
underwent many small design
changes in the first few years
of production (especially in
the first year) and hence there
is an ‘early’ version and a
‘later’ version, both of which
are sought after when in good
condition.
In this issue we examine
the significant changes the
designers made and list the
tell-tale details to look for in the
hard-to-find early pop-ups.
First, a brief historical
background. Both Remington
and Underwood were slow
to respond to the flourishing
market for portable machines
opened up first by Blickensderfer
in the 1890s and, later, by the
Standard Folding Typewriter
from 1908 and its successor, the
Corona 3, from 1912.
Underwood produced its
first portable in 1919 but took
something of a backward step
by introducing a three-bank
machine, with a double shift
to get the full complement
of characters. This made its
new machine similar to the
successful Corona, but unlike

its own market-leading No 5
desk machine which had four
rows of keys and only a single
shift.
The Remington design team
took a little longer to come
to market (the Portable No
1 was launched in October
1920) but its design was a full
four-bank machine, just like its
best selling desk models, but
with the works slimmed down
dramatically. To appreciate fully
the extent of the design team’s
achievement, compare the
Remington portable with one of
the company’s desk machines

Remington Portable No 1 – later
version.Serial Number NZ 55,127
(1925)

of the time, the Standard 10
(shown below).

Remington Portable with Remington Standard 10 desk machine
(Right) Portable
Serial Number NZ 55,127 (1925)
(Left) Standard 10 Serial Number 89,150 (1909)
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The keyboard is the same size
and layout as that of the desk
machine, but everything else
has been miniaturised and
crammed into a sleek box
only an amazing three inches
high. This streamlined, lowprofile design was an augury
of the times, heralding the Art
Deco movement that was to
revolutionise industrial and
interior design in the 1920s and
1930s.

eliminated from the Remington
Portable model 3 onwards.
The most obvious way to
distinguish an early pop-up
is by its serial number. This
is in the form of two letters,
denoting Remington Portable
(N) and month of manufacture,
followed by four numbers.

In the early version, the number
is stamped into the right end of
the bed of the carriage. In later
versions, it is stamped into the
frame base at the rear of the
machine.
The most obvious feature to the
naked eye is that early

The Remington Portable of
1920 was not only beautifully
designed, it was also very
easy to use because the shift
mechanism moved the carriage
- not upwards - but smoothly
backwards, almost horizontally,
with scarcely any effort (in a
manner reminiscent of its early
understrike desk machines.)
Remington quality was evident
throughout the engineering
and the marketplace greeted
the new machine in much the
same way that IBM customers
reacted to the introduction
of the personal computer
in 1982.They bought the
Remington Portable in tens of
thousands.
Perhaps the one design flaw
with the early Remington
Portables was that the
engineers failed to deal
satisfactorily with the need to
lay the type basket flat when
the machine was stowed away
in its case, and so resorted to
the clumsy device of having
a typebar raising lever that
had to be pushed home to
raise the typebars to the ready
position before typing could
begin.This clumsy device was
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Early and later models compared
Left: Early Portable #1 Serial Number NM 10216 (Feb 1921)
Right: Later Portable #1 Serial Number NZ 55127 (1925)

The first number is the last digit
of the year of manufacture.
The machine illustrated here
has the Serial Number NM
10216, meaning it is the
216th Remington Portable
manufactured in February 1921.

machines have only one shift
key, on the left. According to
Richard Polt, Remington serial
number records show the
right hand shift key as being
introduced in March, 1922
(#NL20211).

(For full details of Remington
Portable serial numbers, see
Richard Polt’s web site.

In the first design, there are no
curved guards protecting the
ends of the pop-up type basket,
and this means that the

aperture cut in the top plate
to accommodate the typebars
terminates in rectangular
openings rather than curved
ones.
On earlier models, the platform
on which the typebars rest has
no felt to cushion typebars
when in the ‘down’ position.
This platform is a simple flat
plate, with the works visible
under it. In later models, the
plate has a circular protective
edge.
There is no carriage return lever
on early models and the paper
is advanced with a simple pinchlever. Later machines have a
vertical lever that both returns
the carriage and advances the
paper (strikingly similar to the
Columbia Bar-Lock typewriter.)
The early space bar is made
of wood, not plastic, and the
paper table is curved in the
direction of paper travel while
later ones are flat with rounded
corners. The paper table on
later machines has fold-away
paper supports while early
ones have none.

Early and later models compared
Left: Early Portable #1 Serial Number NM 10216 (Feb 1921)

guide on early machines is
a simple rectangle with a
single rectangular hole, while
later models had an A-shape
with two holes. And on early

machines the platen knob is
only around a quarter-inch thick,
while on later machines it is
twice this thickness and slightly
barrel-shaped.

There is no automatic ribbon
reversing mechanism on early
machines. This is visible in
several ways. First there are
no helical slots in the knurled
knobs at the ends of the ribbon
reversing rod. Second, the
knobs themselves are relatively
narrow and coin-shaped, rather
than cylindrical. Third, there is
no pawl visible on the ribbon
reversing ratchet beside the
ribbon vibrator
A couple more obvious
visual clues are that the type

Early and late cases
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The number of screws visible
on the external cover panel
grows with time. At first it is
held in place by two screws at
the top and two at the bottom
of each side. In later models
two more screws were added
at the top. Later still oval cutouts appears through which it
is possible to access pairs of
screws on the internal frame.
The carrying cases of the early
and later versions vary as
does the method of attaching
the typewriter to its case. The
early machine has raised
blisters for feet, rather than
rubber grommets, and its front
frame has two holes for ‘push-

through’ metal retaining pegs
in the case bottom
There seem to be at least three
distinct case designs. The
earliest case is 1-1/2 inches
narrower than later cases and
its leather handle is fixed by
slits over two round metal
buttons rather than under
fixed rectangular retainers. The
typewriter is fixed in place by
side and rear leaf springs in the
base. Two metal retaining pegs
in the base of the case hold the
front frame of the typewriter.
A later version has four metal
studs in the case base which
pass through grommets in
the typewriter frame and are

Advertisement
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attached by cotter pins to the
studs. In this version there is
a lip that runs round the edge
of the case. In the final version,
the case base is flat and the
machine is simply screwed to it.
The best news of all is that the
very early machines are almost
never recognised on eBay and
can be picked up for as little as
$10 or $15. So keep your eyes
open and good hunting!

Richard Milton is an
English writer, journalist
and collector. He runs the
Portable Typewriter website

Liberated typewriters
By Paul Robert

By the end of 1944 the U.S.
army had liberated much of
German-occupied Belgium.
Fighting had been fierce
and material damage was
beyond comprehension. As
soon as an area had been
secured, quartermasters
would move in to reorganize
daily life and to bring back
some sense of normalcy.

Soon after the capture of the
Liege area in eastern Belgium,
near the German border, Major
George Martin arrived leading
the 64th QMBD. Major Martin
had served all over Europe. He
was a conscientious man who
carefully documented all his
adventures and sent quite a
few trophies home, including
hundreds of photographs.

The 64th settled in Dolhain,
a tiny village on the edge of
Verviers. Its most important
landmark had been a railway
bridge that had only recently
been partially blown up by the
retreating Germans to block
allied supply lines.
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The bridge at Dolhain and the village behind it. The typewriter factory is
on the other side of the bridge.

The bombed part of the bridge.

Right next to the bridge was a
factory building that was going
to play an interesting role in
typewriter history.
During WW II civil industry
in all war-faring countries
had switched to military
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production. And typewriter
factories, perfectly fitted for
arms production as they were,
were no exception. However,
some German civil production
was re-located to occupied
territory and so the small town
of Dolhain ended up producing

typewriters for the German
Olympia company.
Typewriters had become
extremely scarce as the war
raged on, and already by 1942
the U.S. goverment had started
a campaign to collect old

A recent picture of the railway bridge at Dolhain, Belgium. The former
typewriter is visible on the left, behind the train.

The machine shop.

typewriters from companies to
be used by the army, navy and
air force. Quite a few antique
and near-antique machines
ended up as casualties of war.
The Dolhain typewriter factory
operated in a building right
next to Dolhain railway bridge

and soon production was in
full swing again, supplying
typewriters to the U.S. army.
Typewriter production of
course was not merely a
matter of stockpiling parts and
assembling machines.

Demand for typewriters
and adding machines was
tremendous and soon the
factory was also refurbishing
‘captured’ typewriters from
occupied Germany and
repairing army machines.
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Major Martin took pictures of
everything that was going on
in the factory and also had
many pictures taken, probably
by a professional army
photographer. The material
(partly stamped ‘confidential’)
was sent to the Message Center
at Camp Kilmer, N.J.
Other material was captioned
by the major, by hand and
using a typewriter, and sent
home together with more than
20 typewriters.
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Some of the Majors pictures
are presented here, with his
own captions. More will be
published in a later issue.

Major Martin’s photos were
received at Camp Kilmer on Aug18,
1947 and immediately classified
many of them as confidential.

Major George Martin passed
away in 1959. His archive of
photographs was kept by
his granddaughter for many
years. In 2003 she donated the
entire series about the Dolhain
typewriter factory to the Virtual
Typewriter Museum.

The Crandall that was never built
By Paul Robert

In 1884 Lucien Crandall
introduced his now
much coveted typesleeve
typewriter. The machine was
patented in 1879, six years
after the introduction of the
Sholes & Glidden typewriter.
However, as early as 1875
Crandall had patented an
understrike typewriter with
a curved keyboard with the
intent to build a simplified,
cheap alternative to the
Sholes & Glidden.

Crandall’s purported
improvement of the standard
typewriter consisted of a
‘vibrating’ platen (in fact a
double shift system operated
by two thumb keys) and
typebars with oscillating fingerlevers that could hold six or
even more characters.
For instance, without the use of
the thumb keys, the finger lever
could be shifted in such a way
that each key was capable of
printing two different characters
(‘a’ or ‘A’). The thumb keys
could shift the platen forward or
backwards in order to print the
other characters on the typebar.
Fortunately, Crandall’s next idea
was the type sleeve.
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Grandpa’s drawer

A secretary dressed in net stockings,
high heels, a bikini and feathers,
lying on her back with her legs in
the air to answer the telephone.
Who could ask for more? Well, we
could. What on earth is that funny
little typewriter that is on the desk?
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